Abstract
Besides being a powerful symbolic technology, and a mode of precarization, deportation is also a practice of forced mobility. Yet scholars have often overlooked the fact that contemporary deportation is a complex logistical exercise that moves large numbers of people between states under varying degrees of unfreedom. Although there is no deportation without transportation, the actual infrastructures of moving deportees have been somewhat neglected. So while the place and practice of detention within the deportation regime has received sustained scholarly attention the same cannot be said of the activity of actually removing people. This lecture seeks to redress this imbalance through a focus on a zone of activity it names as air deportation. In speaking of air deportation
I stress that modern deportation involving countries of the Global North has become densely entangled with airlines, airports and aeroplanes. Statecraft and aircraft intersect in complex ways.

This lecture has two main objectives. First, it aims to give a preliminary mapping of the phenomenon of air deportation. Drawing largely on the UK experience for case material, this mapping of air deportation will expand and complicate the who, what, how and where of migration control. What roles do pilots, crews, transportation regulations, escorting guards, restraining methods, deportees, passengers, and others play in the politics of control and the politics of resistance that plays out in and around the air-craft of deportation? The second objective of the presentation is to connect this mapping of air deportation to the question of the in/visibility of forced mobility in the public sphere. Air deportation is a clandestine practice, its engineered opacity being key to its efficacy as a mode of removing people. In bringing the infrastructures of civil aviation more fully into the study of deportation and forced mobility the lecture adds scholarly research to the work of artists, journalists, activists and campaigners who have already identified the in/visibility of the deportation flight as a site of struggle.
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